
The process for complaints about SFA services

1. Call on 0800 707 6000 Option 5 to complain about any 
aspect of the SFA service. You will be given a reference 
number immediately

2. Or email customercare@carillionamey.co.uk 
CarillionAmey will acknowledge your complaint within 24 
hours and provide a reference number

3. CarillionAmey will endeavour to answer your complaint 
within 15 working days
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1. You can only escalate your complaint to the Independent Housing Review Panel once you have received a 
response to your Stage 2 complaint

2. Write to the Independent Housing Review Panel
Defence People Service Personnel Support - Accommodation Policy 2
Ministry of Defence, Floor 6, Zone A, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB

3. IHRP members will investigate your complaint.  There is no standard response time due to the need for 
the independent panel members to further investigate complaints that vary in nature and complexity

1. You can only escalate your complaint to the Defence Infrastructure Organisation if it 
has been closed at Stage 1

2. Complete the online Stage 2 complaint form available on the MOD Intranet (only 
accessible on an MOD system). Alternatively, write to Customer Service Team, 
DIO Service Delivery Accommodation, Ground Floor, Swales Pavilion, RAF Wyton, 
Cambridgeshire PE28 2EA. You should provide a brief summary of the complaint, 
your reference number, contact details and the resolution you are seeking.

3. DIO will send you an acknowledgement within 3 working days

4. DIO will investigate your complaint. There is no standard 
response time due to the need to further investigate 
complaints that vary in nature and complexity.
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